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COMPOUND
INTEREST
SOFT FURNISHINGS AND A SOOTHING NEUTRAL PALETTE BRING
WARMTH AND BALANCE TO A MODERN HOUSTON HOME’S
SLEEK CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE.
W R I T T E N B Y K A R EN W E RNE R

W

P H O T O G R A P H Y B Y T RI A GI O VAN

hen Houston homeowners Sally and David Kerr decided to
trade their 1950s bungalow for something a little more
contemporary, they wanted it done swiftly. Enter designer
Chandos Dodson Epley, a longtime family friend. The

Kerrs presented Epley with a challenge: Take the home they had recently purchased (in
its drywall state) and transform the dwelling into a modern yet inviting space—in
just six months. “We wanted something cleaner and more open so we could easily
entertain,” Sally explains. “We were ready for the change.” Adds Epley: “They’d been
in their previous house for 30 years and sought out something new and different.”
Undaunted by the timeframe, Epley dived in. “There wasn’t much holding us back,”
she says. “Their old house had 8-foot-high ceilings and smaller rooms, so none of their
existing furniture worked in the new space.” Therefore, Epley selected new furnishings
to play off the home’s sleek architecture, opting for soft contemporary pieces with
pops of color and visual appeal. “Texture plays a big role in this house,” says the designer.
“Fabrics needed to have presence, like the cotton velvet on the living room sofa and

INTERIOR DESIGN Chandos Dodson Epley, Chandos Interiors
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Lawrence Estes and Richard Dawson,

Dawson Estes, Inc. Landscape Architecture
BEDROOMS 4

BATHROOMS 5

SQUARE FEET 6,000
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In the entry, designer Chandos Dodson Epley used
white-on-white tones via a lacquered mirror from
Baker above a custom console by The Joseph
Company. Vintage benches from Found are tucked
underneath, and polished nickel lamps by J. Randall
Powers for Circa Lighting provide illumination.
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the woven nylon on the kitchen barstools.” And, with such a slick shell,
Epley was careful to introduce lots of warmth throughout. “I wanted the
house to have a gallery-like feel because of the architecture, but I didn’t
want it to be cold,” she says. “I aimed to fashion spaces that were youthful,
functional and comfortable. Splashes of color and varying materials in
each room were key.”
A warm and inviting space, the living room offers a dose
of color with aubergine chairs covered in Zimmer + Rohde
fabric from George Cameron Nash. Armchairs and a
sofa, both custom pieces by The Joseph Company,
surround a coffee table from Watkins Culver Antiques.
C2 Art Advisors sourced a variety of pieces for the home,
including the horse composition by Joseph Piccillo.

Another key matter was the design process, which proved to come
with a learning curve for David. “He had to really experience the
process firsthand in order to understand it,” Sally explains. As the
house unfolded, however, he quickly developed a deep appreciation
for crafting interiors and how technical it can be. Case in point:
Epley fought for a dining room wall that would separate the space
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from the kitchen and reduce noise. “The house was too open without
some kind of divider downstairs,” Epley says. “It took David some time
before he understood what I was trying to do, but he came around, and

In the media room, a rug from Creative Flooring
Resources mixes with a bamboo coffee table
from Vieux Interiors and ottomans from Spaces
For Home covered in textural Mongolian lamb’s
wool. A custom loose-back sofa by The Joseph
Company features a charcoal cotton-velvet fabric
by Pollack, purchased at Donghia.

everyone loves how it turned out.”
Room by room, as smart solutions stacked up, the Kerrs came to truly
appreciate Epley’s streamlined design and its consideration for the
way they live. “We love all the rooms in our house,” says Sally. “David
watches sports up in the media room, and our daughter watches
From the street, the beautifully executed
minimalism of the home’s exterior hints
at the tranquil interiors inside. Landscape
architecture by Lawrence Estes and Richard
Dawson features river birch trees, foxtail
fern, Japanese boxwood, and Asian jasmine
groundcover for color, texture and interest.

movies there, too.” Adds Epley, “My philosophy is quality over quantity.
The house isn’t chock-full of things, but everything shares a common
language, which lends fluency from room to room.” The couple’s esteem
extends to the outdoors, too, thanks to the landscape architecture
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Open shelving and a glass tile backsplash
from Architectural Design Resource impart a
clean, spacious feeling in the kitchen, which
features a stainless-steel sink and faucet, both
purchased at Fixtures & Fittings. Calacatta
marble countertops offer the perfect amount
of warmth and statement-making appeal.
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by Lawrence Estes and Richard Dawson. Filled with ferns, variegated
ginger and fig ivy, the yard offers variation, color and visual interest
throughout the seasons.
“We tried to use different colors and textural plant material to make
it interesting,” Estes says. “Vines were implemented to create vertical
spaces and frame the lush surrounding areas.” The backdrop helped
create the Kerrs’ ideal outdoor oasis. Fashioned with a hand-dug pool,
outdoor kitchen and bar area, the space is a perfect spot for David to
watch football and play cards with friends. “My husband spends a lot of
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Because it acts as the focal point of the home’s
lower level, the kitchen and breakfast area had to
be both beautiful and functional. Custom barstools
by The Joseph Company feature a woven nylon by
Brentano, purchased at Donghia. Janus et Cie’s
Vitali chairs join a Lucite-and-glass table by
Spectrum West Collection from ID Collection.

The limestone selected for the master
bath flooring, from Architectural Design
Resource, was the inspiration for this serene
space. The Moonstone wallcovering from
Phillip Jeffries provides the ideal backdrop
for a tub and its fixtures, both purchased
at Morrison Supply Company.
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time outdoors,” Sally says. “The entire house wraps around the outdoor
space and offers more privacy than a typical backyard. It’s quite serene
and feels like an extension of our home.”
Incredibly, the house came together from start to finish in about five
months, emerging with friendships still firmly intact. “We know each
other even better now and have a greater mutual respect after having
Barbara Barry for Baker chairs from Meredith
O’Donnell take center stage in the master bedroom
with a supporting cast that includes a custom sofa
and a vintage coffee table from Area. Antique French
mirrors from Uptowner Antiques in New Orleans add
sparkle, while twin nightstands custom-designed by
Chandos Interiors bestow sleekness.

gone through this process together,” Epley explains. “We’re closer for
having done it.” As for the Kerrs’ original design mandates, the couple
got precisely what they wanted. “The house feels homey, even though
it’s modern,” Sally says. “We thoroughly enjoy being here.” L
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